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Expanded from Monte McLaws' doctoral
dissertation, Spokesman for the King-
dom is a terse, well-researched biog-
raphy of the Deseret News and Mormon
journalism from 1830 to 1898. The book
is thematically organized around the top-
ics of early Mormon journalism in the
Midwest, the problems of isolation in
Utah, the role of the newspaper as
builder and defender of the Mormon
Kingdom on earth, the newspaper as a
molder of character, the newspaper as a
corporation and as a reflection of Mor-
mon accomodation with American cul-
ture. The writing tends to be professional
in the historical sense and the subject
matter treated as one would expect in a
revised doctoral dissertation. The author
weaves his central themes throughout
the narrative and strives with some suc-
cess to be chronological. The author had
access to materials in the Historical De-
partment of the Church of Latter-day
Saints, and the bibliography is extensive.
Because of his access to these materials,
Spokesman for the Kingdom lends a
sorely needed dimension to our under-
standing of frontier Mormon journalism.

According to the author, the study
concentrates on the nineteenth-century
life of the Mormon newspaper and its
role as defender of the faith. Inherent in
both roles is the conflict between hier-
archical manipulation and freedom of
the press. McLaws is candid about this
dilemma. He points out that almost from

its birth in 1850 the editorial columns of
the News were subject to editing and
approval by Brigham Young. The various
editors of the newspaper were also mem-
bers of the Church hierarchy.

While the News was vital in building
the Mormon empire in the West, it also
was beset with typical problems. Short-
ages of newsprint, subscriptions and cap-
ital, and problems of gathering news on
the frontier plagued the early editors.
The conflict between God and gold was
always apparent as the editors preached
against smoking and drinking alcohol
editorially but had to accept gentile ad-
vertising promoting those same sins.

In shaping this sometimes fascinating
interpretation, McLaws relies heavily on
events that were earth-shaking in pi-
oneer Utah but rather ordinary in a con-
temporary context. We are treated to a
description of Brigham Young and Wil-
lard Richards gleaning the editorials and
sermons for spicy and controversial lan-
guage. In a later incident, editor Albert
Carrington must decide what to do with
a letter from an irate citizen of Morgan
County claiming that a stake president
has jumped his claim. Then there is
Apostle Parley Pratt informing a letter
writer that Satan was banished to hell
because he preferred a warmer climate,
and the story of a hard-drinking corre-
spondent for the New York Herald who
was convinced that a tall, dark, goateed
Mormon was trying to assassinate him.

The conflict between the Salt Lake
Tribune and the Deseret News provides
McLaws with an opportunity to insert
into his narrative the most attractive in-
terpretations. Born as a liberal alternative
to the conservatism of the Church hier-
archy, the Tribune between 1870 and
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